PRODUCT RANGE

FEARLESS
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AMPLIFIER

INTREPID

BRAVE

PROFESSIONAL ANALOG AMPLIFIER

ANALOG AMPLIFIER

PIT-LINK
GSM DIGITAL AMPLIFIER

VALIANT

PIT-TRAINER

ENTRY LEVEL AMPLIFIER

WEARABLE KARTING AMPLIFIER

PRODUCT RANGE 2019

VALIANT
ENTRY LEVEL ANALOG AMPLIFIER

VLT
VALIANT
entry level analog amplifier

VALIANT is the entry level analog amplifier of ZERONOISE.
It is easy to use, solid and straightforward, a good choice for
amateurs and beginners. It powers on the internal 9v battery, or
the 12v power cable to connect VALIANT directly to the car
battery. It also features 6.35mm connectors and car camera RCA
socket for audio output.

FEATURES

Retail price: 72,00 €
(no VAT)

-ANALOG noise filter
-EFFICIENT AMPLIFICATION for long battery life
-CENTRAL VOLUME adjustment
-ON/OFF led light
-AUDIO OUT for car camera
-9V INTERNAL BATTERY and 12V POWER CABLE
-EASY FIX SYSTEM on roll bar or dashboard
-6.35mm CONNECTORS

BRAVE
ANALOG AMPLIFIER

BRV
BRAVE
analog amplifier

BRAVE is ZERONOISE analog amplifier with a unique value for
money. Its brand new amplification delivers a clean sound
with the likes of professional intercoms and endless power.
It also features a 12v power cable to connect BRAVE to the
car battery and a car camera RCA socket. It is fully compatible
with all ZERONOISE INTERCOM KITS/HEADSETS and it is
available with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 159,00 €
(no VAT)

-ANALOG noise filter
-EFFICIENT AMPLIFICATION for long battery life
-ANTI-SHOCK, ANTI -VIBRATION silicon cover
-CENTRAL VOLUME adjustment
-ON/OFF led light
-AUDIO OUT for car camera
-9V INTERNAL BATTERY and 12V POWER CABLE
-EASY FIX SYSTEM on roll bar or dashboard
-CARBON NEXUS CONNECTOR (Peltor or Stilo standard)

INTREPID
PROFESSIONAL ANALOG AMPLIFIER

ITD
INTREPID
professional analog amplifier

INTREPID is the ZERONOISE professional analog amplifier that has
been developed in WRC in 2018. The electronic has been completely
re-engineered to deliver a state of the art sound quality thanks to the
new amplification and noise filters.
The result is clear voice and minimum background noise. It also
comes with a central switch to select three noise filters.
INTREPID’s modern design is enhanced by the anti-shock and antivibration silicon cover. It is compatible with any helmet intercom kit
with Nexus connectors, although the system delivers best
performances with the ZERONOISE intercom kit range. It is fully
compatible with all ZERONOISE INTERCOM KITS/HEADSETS and it is
available with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 216,00 €
(no VAT)

-THREE PROFESSIONAL noise filters
-EFFICIENT AMPLIFICATION for long battery life
-ANTI-SHOCK, ANTI -VIBRATION silicon cover
-AUDIO OUT for car camera
-DUAL VOLUME adjustment
-ON/OFF led light
-9V INTERNAL BATTERY
-12V FILTERED POWER CABLE
-EASY FIX SYSTEM on roll bar or dashboard
-CARBON NEXUS CONNECTOR (Peltor or Stilo standard)

FEARLESS
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AMPLIFIER

FRS
FEARLESS
professional digital amplifier

FEARLESS is the ZERONOISE DIGITAL amplifier that has been
developed in WRC in 2018. Electronic, look, and usability, make it the
finest digital intercom in the market. A state
of the art digital processor performs the active noise cancelling and
further sound settings are available.
The display, in combination with the multifunction buttons, makes
FEARLESS intuitive to use.
FEARLESS’ modern design is enhanced by the anti-shock and antivibration silicon cover. It is compatible with any helmet intercom kit
with Nexus connectors, although the system delivers best
performances with the ZERONOISE intercom kit range. It is fully
compatible with all ZERONOISE INTERCOMS.
KIT/HEADSET and it is available with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.
FEATURES

Retail price: 384,00 €
(no VAT)

-DIGITAL ACTIVE NOISE filtering
-DISPLAY to enhance usability
-BLUETOOTH
-ANTI-SHOCK, ANTI VIBRATION silicon cover
-AUDIO OUT for car camera
-AUDIO IN/OUT radio connection
-DUAL VOLUME adjustment
-12V FILTERED POWER CABLE
-EASY FIX SYSTEM on roll bar or dashboard
-CARBON NEXUS CONNECTOR (Peltor or Stilo standard)

ZNH
zeronoise headset

ZERONOISE HEADSET
ZERONOISE HEADSET provides high hearing protection while being
comfortable and lightweight.
The high efficiency speakers are suitable for talking or listening to
music on stage mode. It also features a dynamic noise cancelling
microphone and an adjustable flex boom.
It is fully compatible with all ZERONOISE AMPLIFIERS and it is
available with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 165,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers for music or voice
-Dynamic noise cancelling microphone
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-High hearing protection
-Nexus Connector (Peltor or Stilo standard)

VLTH
valiant headset

VALIANT HEADSET
ZERONOISE HEADSET provides high hearing protection while being
comfortable and lightweight.
The high efficiency speakers are suitable for talking or listening to
music on stage mode. It also features an electret grade
microphone and an adjustable flex boom.
It is compatible with the VALIANT AMPLIFIER due to the 6.35mm
connector.

FEATURES

Retail price: 128,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers for music or voice
-Electret microphone
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-High hearing protection
-Stereo 6.35mm Connector

FEARLESS INTERCOM KIT

FRS
INTERCOM KIT

FEARLESS INTERCOM KIT is a full replacement kit for open face
helmets.
The high efficiency speakers are mounted into the earcups to provide
maximum comfort and hearing protection.
The dynamic noise cancelling microphone is fixed on a strong flex
boom to allow adjustment, and avoid unwanted movements (Jet
Helmet version).
It is fully compatible with all ZERONOISE AMPLIFIERS and it is available
with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 180,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers
-Dynamic noise cancelling microphone
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-Earcups for high hearing protection
-Nexus Connector (Peltor or Stilo standard)
-For open face (Jet) or full face helmets

INTREPID INTERCOM KIT

ITD
INTERCOM KIT

INTREPID INTERCOM KIT is a full replacement kit for open face
helmets.
The dynamic noise cancelling microphone is fixed on a strong flex
boom to allow adjustment, but avoid unwanted movements
(Jet Helmet version).
It is fully compatible with all ZERONOISE AMPLIFIERS and it is available
with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 69,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers
-Dynamic noise cancelling microphone
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-Earpads (no Earcups)
-Nexus Connector (Peltor or Stilo standard)
-For open face (Jet) or full face helmets

VALIANTINTERCOM KIT

VLT
INTERCOM KIT

VALIANT INTERCOM KIT is a full replacement kit for open face helmets.
It features an electret grade microphone that is fixed on a strong flex
boom to allow adjustment, but avoid unwanted movements
(Jet Helmet version).
It is fully compatible with the VALIANT AMPLIFIER due to the 6.35mm
connector.

FEATURES

Retail price: 69,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers
-Electret microphone
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-Earpads (no Earcups)
- Stereo 6.35mm Connector
-For open face (Jet) or full face helmets

ZERONOISE MAPLIGHT

ZN
MAPLIGHT

ZERONOISE MAPLIGHT is a professional LED light source resistant to
vibrations and extensively used by co-drivers for its reliability and
light precision.
The switch has three positions to adjust brightness.
The body of the MAPLIGHT bends and the light can be oriented
where needed with no risk of unwanted movements.
The bracket provided with the package allows ZERONOISE MAPLIGHT
to be fixed on dashboards or rollbars.
It can be powered by a 12v power source.
Available in different sizes.

FEATURES

Retail price: 46,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency LED
-Three positions switch for light brightness
-Easy to fix on dashboards or rollbars
-Flex but rigid shaft
-Different sizes available 20, 40, 50 cm (length)
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P I T - L I N K GSM
GSM DIGITAL AMPLIFIER

PTL
PIT-LINK GSM
gsm amplifier

PIT-LINK brings the simplicity of the GSM connection to the circuit.
By inserting a simcard in the unit, the amplifier turns into a phone.
No need of radio communication, GSM will cover even the black
spots of the radio frequencies. When there is an incoming call, the
communication opens up automatically with no need of pressing any
button. Through the display it is possible to select one or two
helmets connected to the unit.
At the pit, more people wearing headsets can be added to the
communication. PIT-LINK’s modern design is enhanced by
the anti-shock and anti-vibration silicon cover. It is compatible with
any helmet intercom kit with Nexus connectors, although
the system delivers best performances with the ZERONOISE intercom
kit range.
FEATURES

Retail price: 484,00 €
(no VAT)

-DIGITAL NOISE filtering
-DISPLAY to enhance usability
-ANTI-SHOCK, ANTI VIBRATION silicon cover
-AUDIO OUT for car camera
-DUAL VOLUME adjustment
-12V FILTERED POWER CABLE
-EASY FIX SYSTEM on roll bar or dashboard
-NEXUS CONNECTORS (M or F)

PIT-LINK TRAINER
KART WEARABLE AMPLIFIER

PTL
PIT-LINK TRAINER
kart wearable amplifier

PIT-LINK TRAINER is the micro amplifier designed and constructed to
be the perfect communication tool for karting.
PIT-LINK TRAINER is a digital noise cancelling amplifier that connects
to your smartphone via Bluetooth and enables you to communicate
to the pit lane. You can wear it around your neck and keep it inside
your suit, fix it on your suit with a velcro patch, or on your helmet.
It connects to the PIT-LINK helmet intercom kit via USB C connector.
Communication is automatically on when the phone call is coming
through. No need to press anything. The person at the pit lane will
connect to the driver through a normal phone call. PIT-LINK TRAINER
requires PIT-LINK MICROPHONE KIT and PIT-LINK EARPLUGS to be
setup in the helmet.

FEATURES

See next slide for details

-MICRO AMPLIFIER
-SUPER FAST Bluetooth
-ADVANCED Noise cancelling
-USB PORT (Type C) for recharging
-INDEPENDENT volume
-LONG LIFE RECHARGEABLE Internal battery

EARPLUGS

USB INTERCOM KIT

PIT-LINK TRAINER
AMPLIFIER

PIT-LINK TRAINER KIT

PRO

BASIC

Kart wearable Amplifier

YES

YES

Microphone helmet kit

YES

YES

Circuit earplugs (with case)

YES

YES

Pro Headset (smartphone connector)

YES

-

Velcro patch to fix amplifier on the helmet

YES

YES

Amp recharge USB C cable

YES

YES

497,00 €

297,00 €

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE 2019

PIT-LINK HEADSET

PTL
pit-link headset

PHONE HEADSET
PIT-LINK headset is the professional headset that can be connected
directly to a smartphone (3.5mm connector plug).
As the phone call reaches the PIT-LINK amplifier (GSM), the
connection car-to-pit is on. This system replaces entirely a radio
system and does not require licenses.
PIT-LINK headset provides high hearing protection while being
comfortable and lightweight.
The high efficiency speakers are suitable for voice or music, together
with the dynamic noise cancelling microphone and adjustable flex
boom. It is available with or without PTT button.

FEATURES

Retail price: 240,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency speakers for music or voice
-Dynamic noise cancelling microphone
- PTT button (w/out)
-Flex boom to adjust microphone
-High hearing protection
-Smartphone connector (3.5mm connector plug)

PIT-LINK MICROPHONE KIT

PTL
MICROPHONE KIT

PIT-LINK MICROPHONE KIT is an intercom kit for full face helmets. It
has a dynamic noise cancelling microphone with foam discs to adjust
distance, a connector for the earplugs, and the nexus plug for the
amplifier.
It is fully compatible with all ZERONOISE AMPLIFIERS and it is
available with Peltor or Stilo nexus connectors.

FEATURES

Retail price: 180,00 €
(no VAT)

-Dynamic noise cancelling microphone
-Foam discs to adjust microphone distance
-Nexus Connector (Peltor or Stilo standard)
-3.5mm plug for earplugs

PIT-LINK EARPLUGS KIT

PTL
EARPLUGS KIT

PIT-LINK EARPLUGS KIT are ZERONOISE professional
earplugs for circuit racing.
The foam and silicon plugs are interchangeable and adjustable to
improve fitting and comfort. The noise reduction is up to 26db.
They are sweat-resistant and the jack is double reinforced to ensure
durability. The kit comes in a water-proof pocket case.

FEATURES

Retail price: 150,00 €
(no VAT)

-High efficiency racing earplugs
-Noise reduction up to 26db
-Foam and silicon plugs to adjust fit and improve
-Double reinforced jack
-Sweat-resistant
-Cable Management Clip

Adaptors and Connectors
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ADAPTERS AND CONNECTORS
Male to Male
Nexus adaptor

Stereo Connector

Female to Female
Nexus adaptor

Female to Female
Nexus adaptor
(compact)

Nexus to Phone
Connector

Female Nexus

Male Nexus

Car camera sound
filter

Nexus Extension
(150cm)

Male to Male
Nexus adaptor

Power filter to reduce interference

Radio Connector

RCA to Jack
3.5mm

AMPLIFIERS

HELMET - HEADSET - HELMET KIT

ZERONOISE

STILO

BELL

PELTOR

SPARCO

IMSA Standard
(US)

ZERONOISE

X

ZNADP-NMMC-15
(60,00 €)

X

X

X

ZNADP-NMFI-15
(60,00 €)

STILO

ZNADP-NFFC-15
(60,00 €)
ZNADP-NFFC-C
(70,00 €)

X

ZNADP-NFFC-15
(60,00 €)
ZNADP-NFFC-C
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NFFC-15
(60,00 €)
ZNADP-NFFC-C
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NFFC-15
(60,00 €)
ZNADP-NFFC-C
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NFFI-15
(60,00 €)

BELL

X

ZNADP-NMMC-15
(60,00 €)

X

X

X

ZNADP-NMFI-15
(60,00 €)

PELTOR

X

ZNADP-NMMC-15
(60,00 €)

X

X

X

ZNADP-NMFI-15
(60,00 €)

SPARCO

X

ZNADP-NMMC-15
(60,00 €)

X

X

X

ZNADP-NMFI-15
(60,00 €)

IMSA Standard
Amplifiers (US)

ZNADP-NFMI-15
(60,00 €)

ZNADP-NMMI-15
(60,00 €)

ZNADP-NFMI-15
(60,00 €)

ZNADP-NFMI-15
(60,00 €)

ZNADP-NFMI-15
(60,00 €)

X

SMARTPHONE

ZNADP-NMSP-50
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NMSS-50
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NMSP-50
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NMSP-50
(70,00 €)

ZNADP-NMSP-50
(70,00 €)

-

PICK THE TWO ELEMENTS YOU NEED TO CONNECT AND FIND YOUR ADAPTER

SINGLE ADAPTERS AND CONNECTORS
CABLE EXTENSION

ZNADP-NMFS-150

Nexus Male-to-Female Extension
Straight wiring, Coiled cable, L=150cm

60,00 €

12V FILTER

ZNADP-PWF-01

12V Power Filter works between the amplifier
and the 12V power source. It filters audio signal and drastically
reduces interferences.

38,00 €

ZNADP-VACC-01

IN = Jack 3,5 and OUT = Plug 3,5

29,00 €

ZNADP-VACC-02

IN = Jack RCA and OUT = Jack 3,5

29,00 €

ZNADP-VACC-03

IN = Jack RCA and OUT = Plug RCA

29,00 €

ZNC-NM

NEXUS MALE CONNECTOR

26,00 €

ZNC-NF

NEXUS FEMALE CONNECTOR

26,00 €

ZNC-JM635

6,35 MALE CONNECTOR

20,00 €

ZNC-JF635

6,35 FEMALE CONNECTOR

20,00 €

SINGLE
ADAPTERS

CONNECTORS

ZERONOISE Ltd
Moorgate House 7b Station Road
West Oxted, Surrey, RH8 9EE
United Kingdom
zeronoisedevices.com
ZN Europe srl
Via della Canapiglia, 13
Vecchiano (PI), 56019
Italy

